Comparative Analysis of Small-Scale Organic Rankine Cycle Systems for Solar Energy Utilisation
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Abstract: Small-scale organic Rankine cycle (ORC) systems driven by solar energy are compared in this paper, which aims to explore the potential of power generation for domestic utilisation. A solar thermal collector was used as the heat source for a hot water storage tank. Thermal performance was then evaluated in terms of both the conventional ORC and an ORC using thermal driven pump (TDP). It is established that the solar ORC using TDP has a superior performance to the conventional ORC under most working conditions. Results demonstrate that power output of the ORC using TDP ranges from 72 W to 82 W with the increase of evaporating temperature, which shows an improvement of up to 3.3% at a 100 °C evaporating temperature when compared with the power output of the conventional ORC. Energy and exergy efficiencies of the ORC using TDP increase from 11.3% to 12.6% and from 45.8% to 51.3% when the evaporating temperature increases from 75 °C to 100 °C. The efficiency of the ORC using TDP is improved by up to 3.27%. Additionally, the exergy destruction using TDP can be reduced in the evaporator and condenser. The highest exergy efficiency in the evaporator is 96.9%, an improvement of 62% in comparison with that of the conventional ORC, i.e., 59.9%. Thus, the small-scale solar ORC system using TDP is more promising for household application.
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1. Introduction

Solar thermal technology is gathering the momentum to meet household demands for both heating and electricity in the UK [1]. Due to the relatively low annual yield of incident solar radiation, low-temperature heat source recovery technologies have become more significant, e.g., thermoelectric power and the organic Rankine cycle (ORC), when considering thermal efficiency and system compactness [2,3]. Compared with the poor efficiency of thermoelectric power at low solar radiation, the ORC could be a better candidate for distributed household applications, as it is able to operate efficiently and affordably at relatively low working temperatures [4,5].

Considerable progress has been made in the development of solar ORC systems for small-scale power generation [6,7]. With a range of solar collector designs, both concentrating and non-concentrating types had been featured for solar ORC systems [8,9]. An overall efficiency of 4.2% was obtained by using evacuated tube collectors and 3.2% using flat-plate collectors [10]. Other concentrating parabolic through collectors demonstrated higher overall efficiencies in the region of 7.5–12.1% [6,11]. The nanofluid was utilised in a solar driven ORC with parabolic trough collectors to achieve a higher system performance and the system efficiency was found to be 20.11% [12].
An onsite experimental evaluation of a low temperature solar ORC system was presented for reverse osmosis desalination. However, considerably low efficiency was observed [13]. Combined solar heat and power system based on the ORC cycle have advantageous ability to use low-cost thermal energy storage to provide continuous operation under intermittent solar-irradiance conditions [14]. A number of investigations have proposed thermal energy storage solutions using solid-liquid phase change materials for solar ORC system [15,16]. It is noted that there are vast potentials to further improve thermal performance through the organic working fluid exploration and ORC system optimisation [17,18].

Considering organic working fluids, different applications have been investigated by various researchers [19]. The slope of the saturation curve for working fluids in a temperature vs. specific entropy diagram can be positive, negative and vertical, which are correspondingly named “wet”, “dry” and “isentropic” fluids [20]. Wet fluids (e.g., water) are usually required to be superheated, whereas many other organic fluids may be dry or isentropic, which do not need superheating. Another advantage of organic working fluid is that a turbine established for ORCs typically requires only a single-stage expander, which brings about a simpler and more economical system in terms of cost and maintenance [21]. Common pure working fluids, e.g., R123 [22], R245fa [23], R245ca [24] and n-pentane [25], have been comprehensively studied. The mixtures are also developed and attempted for ORCs [26,27]. Thermophysical properties of working fluids, e.g., fluid density and thermal conductivity, are analysed and summarised, and working fluids can then be selected in terms of the above properties, thermal stability, compatibility, environmental impacts, safety and cost [28]. Based on selection criteria, R245fa and R134a are often regarded as suitable working fluids for recovering a low-temperature heat source [29].

System optimisation can be realized by improving the thermal performance of each component. Among the four main components of the conventional ORC, the expander is the most investigated due to the fact that it is related to the work output [30]. The work output acts as a positive numerator when calculating thermal efficiency [31]. A variety of expanders have been assessed to attempt improving thermal performance, e.g., scroll expander [32,33], piston expander [34], rotary expander [35], screw expander [36,37] and radial turbine [38]. In general, the scroll expander is the most suitable expander for a small-scale ORC system [39]. Recently, several research efforts have aimed to accomplish better performance by using a free-piston expander [40]. Moreover, two heat exchangers serve as the evaporator and condenser for conventional ORC systems. Thus, heat transfer enhancement is conducive to overall system evaluation, which is greatly relevant to heat input as the denominator for calculating thermal efficiency [41]. Different evaporation and condensation processes have been investigated in terms of heat exchanger type, tube structure, refrigerant, etc. [42]. Nonetheless, another item in the equation for calculating thermal efficiency may be easily ignored. Pump work acts as a negative numerator, which consumes electricity in a real application. Pump work in various studies is not included when calculating the overall efficiency. One such case is if the scale of the ORC system is large, i.e., pump work only accounts for less than 5% of the electricity output. Thus, pump work will not significantly influence the efficiency, even if it is ignored [43]. The other case is if thermal efficiency has a negative effect on the overall performance. This part is selectively overlooked to present decent results. However, pump consumption becomes even larger for a small-scale ORC when the heat source temperature becomes lower [44].

A possible solution is to realize the ORC without using an electrical driven pump. The pump is generally used to pressurize the refrigerant from condensing pressure to evaporating pressure. The pressure difference is also achievable by other methods. One concept is to use the gravity of the working fluid, i.e., enough height difference between evaporator and condenser [45]. Although the height brings about a pressure difference, the required value becomes a barrier in several applications. An alternative idea is to drive the ORC by using a thermal-driven pump (TDP), which is a thermodynamic way to replace the electrical driven pump [46]. A thermosiphon, i.e., a heat pipe, is one type of thermal driven pump, and it was first proposed in the last century [47]. Due to its
unique characteristic, the power generation is too small. Another thermal driven pump is the pressure difference realized by heating and cooling at intervals [46]. An experimental rig was established to prove the feasibility of this TDP [48]. Our previous work also investigated its working performance by using a lab-scale prototype, but the unstable power output was not satisfactory [49]. Later, a modified experimental rig was built to improve the thermal performance. Results indicated that the efficiency was further improved, and 90% of the power generating process was stable [50]. Due to the characteristic of solar energy, the fluctuation could be accepted by using battery technology. Thus, a solar ORC using TDP may be desirable for domestic application, which is expected to have a higher thermal efficiency when compared with that of the conventional type.

To the authors’ best knowledge, few research studies on the solar ORC with TDP are reported. Thus, this paper aims to evaluate the performance of a small-scale ORC with TDP when operating at a low solar irradiance level. To further illustrate its advantages and disadvantages, the performance is compared with that of conventional solar ORC in terms of power output, energy and exergy efficiencies. The overarching framework of this paper is elaborated as follows. Solar ORCs using and not using TDP are presented in Section 2. Then, modelling and evaluation equations are defined in Section 3. Thermal performances of the solar ORCs are compared in Section 4, which is followed by conclusions in Section 5.

2. System Description

Figure 1 indicates the schematic diagrams of combined solar heat and power systems. The solar collector provides the thermal energy for evaporating the working fluid. One water tank between the ORC system and solar collector serves as a heat exchanger, which could be replaced by a thermal energy store vessel where phase change materials can be considered as the storage media. Another water tank could be used to supply the domestic hot water for end users from the heat rejected by the condensation [14]. It will be a reduction in the fuel demand to heat the water. The electricity generation by ORC is set to be prioritised over water heating. A proportion of the solar collector fluid will be transferred to the domestic hot water tank only when the collector fluid is at a higher temperature than the hot water tank plus a pinch difference. When this temperature is higher than the critical temperature of working fluids, excess solar heat is rejected directly to the hot water tank. No heating is delivered to the hot water tank if its mean temperature is above the maximum hot water storage temperature [5]. Since the ORC is the main investigation target, the storage part is not analysed in the rest of this paper.

As shown in Figure 1a, the conventional ORC is mainly composed of two heat exchangers (evaporator and condenser), an expander and a working fluid pump. Its principle is the same as that of the Rankine cycle. Working fluid is pumped into a boiler, where it is evaporated and passes through an expander for power generation. Then, it goes through a condenser, where it is finally condensed. Due to energy consumption of the electrical driven pump, the basic ORC may enjoy a very low energy efficiency when the heating temperature is low and the rated power output is small. To solve this problem, the ORC part replaces the electrical driven pump with TDP, which is shown in the dashed area of Figure 1b.

Figure 2 presents different operation modes of ORC using TDP. The ORC using TDP is mainly composed of two high-efficiency heat exchangers, i.e., heat exchanger 1 and heat exchanger 2, an expander, a generator and other auxiliary components [49]. The working processes consist of a pre-expansion process and a power generation process, which are briefly illustrated as follows: (a) Pre-expansion process. Heat exchanger 1 acts as a condenser while heat exchanger 2 works as an evaporator. Water valves V1, V3, V6 and V8 are open, and all other valves are closed. The evaporator that is full of the working fluid, i.e., heat exchanger 2, undertakes isochoric heating through hot water, and its pressure increases gradually until it becomes constant. Meanwhile, the working fluid in the condenser, i.e., heat exchanger 1, starts as saturated vapour at a high temperature and pressure. The condenser applies an isochoric cooling process. (b) Power generation process. When
the pressure of the evaporator becomes constant and the condenser achieves a cooler level, RV2 and RV4 are opened. Then, the working fluid with high temperature and pressure from the evaporator flows into the expander and generates the power. The power is outputted until there is no pressure difference between the evaporator and condenser. During this process, the high-pressure working fluid in the evaporator is isobarically heated. The exhaust enters the condenser and is condensed into saturated liquid. When the generator does not produce power, RV2, RV4, V1, V3, V6 and V8 are closed. This whole process that is termed as a generalised working cycle is shown in Figure 2a. Then heat exchanger 1 and 2 swap their roles as condenser and expander. A new cycle starts as indicated in Figure 2b, which is similar to previous pre-expansion and power generation processes. A working mode for the ORC using TDP could be according to Table 1. For further clarification of the whole process, different operating modes of water and refrigerant valves for the ORC using TDP are listed in Table 2. It is noted that heat exchangers 1 and 2 are always heated and cooled inversely. No power output is obtained in the pre-expansion process, which slightly reduces the average output.

In fact, the working fluid pump is replaced by the TDP, i.e., the switch of two heat exchangers as shown in the dashed area of Figure 2. Compared with the conventional ORC, the ORC using TDP may have a higher energy efficiency since the pump is eliminated. Additionally, it is worth noting that continuous power output could be obtained in the power generation process, and thermal continuity is influenced by the pre-expansion process. To solve this problem of continuity, it tends to use two or more ORCs with TDPs for power generation alternatively. However, it is acceptable for the solar ORC, which can utilise battery technology for electricity storage.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of combined solar heat and power systems based on (a) the conventional organic Rankine cycle (ORC); and (b) the ORC using thermal driven pump.
Figure 2. Schematic diagram of ORC with thermal driven pump (a) first cycle; and (b) next cycle.

Table 1. Working mode for the organic Rankine cycle (ORC) using thermal driven pump (TDP).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Working Mode</th>
<th>Pre-Expansion</th>
<th>Power Generation</th>
<th>Pre-Expansion</th>
<th>Power Generation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heat exchanger 1</td>
<td>Cooling</td>
<td>Cooling</td>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>Heating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat exchanger 2</td>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>Heating</td>
<td>Cooling</td>
<td>Cooling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power</td>
<td>Unable</td>
<td>Able</td>
<td>Unable</td>
<td>Able</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Different operating modes of valves for the ORC using TDP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Valves</th>
<th>V1, V3, V6, V8</th>
<th>V2, V4, V5, V7</th>
<th>RV1, RV3</th>
<th>RV2, RV4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First cycle</td>
<td>Pre-expansion</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power generation</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Next cycle</td>
<td>Pre-expansion</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Close</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Power generation</td>
<td>Close</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Close</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In fact, the working fluid pump is replaced by the TDP, i.e., the switch of two heat exchangers as shown in the dashed area of Figure 2. Compared with the conventional ORC, the ORC using TDP may have a higher energy efficiency since the pump is eliminated. Additionally, it is worth noting that continuous power output could be obtained in the power generation process, and thermal continuity is influenced by the pre-expansion process. To solve this problem of continuity, it tends to use two or more ORCs with TDPs for power generation alternatively. However, it is acceptable for the solar ORC, which can utilise battery technology for electricity storage.

A $T$s diagram of a solar ORC cycle using a typical working fluid, i.e., R245fa, is shown in Figure 3. The heat is obtained from a solar collector using water as a heat transfer fluid. A fixed superheated temperature difference $\Delta T_{\text{superheated}}$ of 5 °C is assumed between the heat source fluid inlet and working fluid outlet. Thus, the working fluid outlet temperature is evaluated as $T_1 = T_{\text{sc,1}} - \Delta T_{\text{superheated}}$. In order to comprehensively evaluate the performance, refrigerants of R245fa, R134a and isobutane are chosen as the working fluids for solar ORC systems. These refrigerants have been verified as well-suited candidates for low-temperature ORC applications due to their thermodynamic and physical properties, low flammability, corrosiveness and environmental impacts [5,20]. The thermodynamic data of these organic compounds are obtained from REFPROP 9 (National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg, MD, USA).

![Figure 3. $T$s diagram of a solar ORC using R245fa as the working fluid.](image)

3. Methodology

3.1. Aspen Model

The solar ORC model was built in Aspen Plus (v 8.8, Aspen Technology, Inc., Bedford, MA, USA), which includes the specification of each block [51]. The Peng–Robinson method was used to calculate the properties of all the components. Figure 4 shows the schematic diagram of the solar ORC system in Aspen Plus. The relevant assumptions are as follows: (1) The ORC cycle and its components operate under steady-state conditions; (2) thermodynamic equilibrium happens at the inlet and outlet of each component; (3) the kinetic energy of heat transfer and working fluid in solar ORC cycles are negligible; (4) heat loss and pressure drops in the system can be overlooked; and (5) the electricity consumption of water valves and refrigerant valves is ignored. The input parameters in the model are given in Table 3.
The proposed solar ORC systems utilise thermal energy absorbed by a solar collector. The useful energy output from the solar collector per m\(^2\) can be predicted as a function of local climatic conditions using the widely adopted model by Peters and Bales [1,53], which can be expressed as Equation (1):

\[
\dot{Q}_{\text{sol}} = F'(\tau a)_{\text{en}} K_{\text{th}}(\theta) I_{\text{sol}} + F'(\tau a)_{\text{en}} K_{\text{th}} d I_{\text{sol}} d - c_6 u I_{\text{sol}} - c_1(T_{sc} - T_{\text{ext}}) - c_2(T_{sc} - T_{\text{ext}})^2 \\
- c_3 u (T_{sc} - T_{\text{ext}}) + c_4 E_L - c_5 \frac{dT_{\text{ext}}}{dt}
\]

(1)

where \(I_{\text{sol}}\) may be the direct normal or global irradiance depending on the collector type, and \(c_1\) to \(c_6\) are solar collector efficiency curve coefficients. \(F'(\tau a)_{\text{en}}\) is zero loss efficiency for global or total radiation at normal incidence. \(K_0\) is the solar collector incident angle modifier. Furthermore, \(u\) is the wind speed in (parallel to) the collector plane and \(E_L\) is the long wavelength radiation (outside solar spectrum) onto the collector plane.

For simplicity, the efficiency of the solar collector \(\eta_{sc}\) is calculated as a function of the incident solar irradiance \(I\) the incident angle modifier \(K_0\), the mean collector temperature \(T_{sc}\) and the ambient air temperature \(T_{\text{ext}}\), which can be expressed as Equation (2) [1,54].

\[
\eta_{sc} = \eta_0 K_0 - c_1 \left(\frac{T_{sc} - T_{\text{ext}}}{I_{\text{sol}}}\right) - c_2 \left(\frac{T_{sc} - T_{\text{ext}}}{I_{\text{sol}}}\right)^2
\]

(2)
where $K_\theta = (K_{\theta,b}I_{\text{sol,b}} + I_{\text{sol,d}})/(I_{\text{sol,b}} + I_{\text{sol,d}})$. The possible types of solar collectors that can be used in ORC systems are not reviewed in the present study since the main purpose of this paper is to compare the performance of ORCs using and not using TDP. Thus the type of solar collector is adopted from the reference [1] and the outlet temperature of solar collector array is chosen from reference [52]. The TVP SOLAR HT-Power, a high efficiency evacuated flat-plate collector is selected, and the detailed parameters of the solar collector are listed in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficient</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_0$</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_1$</td>
<td>0.399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_2$</td>
<td>0.0067</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The energy balance for the collector can be evaluated as Equation (3):

$$M_{\text{sc}}c_p,w \frac{dT_{\text{sc}}}{dt} = \dot{Q}_{\text{sol}} + \dot{m}_{\text{sc}}c_p,w T_{\text{sc,in}} - \dot{m}_{\text{sc}}c_p,w T_{\text{sc,out}}$$

where $M_{\text{sc}}$, $\dot{m}_{\text{sc}}$ and $c_p,w$ are mass, mass flow rate and specific heat capacity of the solar collector fluid, respectively. $T_{\text{sc,in}}$ and $T_{\text{sc,out}}$ are the inlet and outlet temperature of the solar collector.

### 3.3. Performance Evaluation of ORC Systems

The performance analysis of solar ORC systems is based on the first and second thermodynamic laws. The general energy balance of the conventional ORC can be expressed as Equations (4) and (5):

$$\sum \dot{m}_{\text{in}} = \sum \dot{m}_{\text{out}}$$

$$\dot{Q} + \dot{W} = \sum \dot{m}_{\text{out}}h_{\text{out}} - \sum \dot{m}_{\text{in}}h_{\text{in}}$$

where $\dot{Q}$ and $\dot{W}$ are the net heat flow rate and work inputs, $h$ is specific enthalpy of the stream of the system, and $\dot{m}_{\text{in}}$ and $\dot{m}_{\text{out}}$ are inlet and outlet mass flow rates.

The energy balance of working fluids in the solar heating process can be evaluated by Equations (6)–(9):

$$\dot{Q}_{\text{preheat}} = \dot{m}_{\text{wf}}(h_7 - h_6) = \dot{m}_{\text{sc}}(h_{\text{sc,3}} - h_{\text{sc,4}})$$

$$\dot{Q}_{\text{eva}} = \dot{m}_{\text{wf}}(h_8 - h_7) = \dot{m}_{\text{sc}}(h_{\text{sc,2}} - h_{\text{sc,3}})$$

$$\dot{Q}_{\text{superheat}} = \dot{m}_{\text{wf}}(h_1 - h_8) = \dot{m}_{\text{sc}}(h_{\text{sc,1}} - h_{\text{sc,2}})$$

$$\dot{Q}_h = \dot{Q}_{\text{preheat}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{eva}} + \dot{Q}_{\text{superheat}}$$

where $\dot{Q}_{\text{preheat}}$, $\dot{Q}_{\text{eva}}$ and $\dot{Q}_{\text{superheat}}$ are the thermal energy obtained by working fluids in the preheating, evaporation and superheating process, respectively. The subscripts of specific enthalpy $h$ are based on the state points, as shown in Figure 3.

The heat balances in the condenser and regenerator can be expressed by Equations (10) and (11):

$$\dot{Q}_{\text{cond}} = \dot{m}_{\text{wf}}(h_3 - h_4) = \dot{m}_{c}(h_{c,2} - h_{c,1})$$

$$\dot{Q}_{\text{regen}} = \dot{m}_{\text{wf}}(h_2 - h_3) = \dot{m}_{\text{sc}}(h_6 - h_5)$$
Energy conservation in the expander and fluid pump is defined by Equations (12) and (13):

\[ W_{\text{exp}} = \dot{m}_{wf}(h_1 - h_2) \]  
\[ W_{\text{pu}} = \dot{m}_{wf}(h_5 - h_4) \]  

Thus, the net power \( W_{\text{net}} \) and cycle thermal efficiency of the conventional ORC \( \eta_{\text{ORC}} \) are presented by Equations (14) and (15):

\[ W_{\text{net}} = W_{\text{exp}} - W_{\text{pu}} \]  
\[ \eta_{\text{ORC}} = \frac{W_{\text{net}}}{Q_h} \]  

The exergy analysis of the conventional ORC can be evaluated by Equations (16)–(20):

\[ \dot{E} + \dot{W} = \sum \dot{E}_{\text{out}} - \sum \dot{E}_{\text{in}} + \dot{I} \]  
\[ e = h - h_0 - T_0(s - s_0) \]  
\[ \dot{E} = \dot{m}e \]  
\[ \dot{E}_h = \sum (1 - \frac{T_0}{T}) \dot{Q}_h \]  
\[ \eta_{\text{ex,ORC}} = \frac{W_{\text{net}}}{E_h} \]  

where \( \dot{E} \) and \( \dot{I} \) are the exergy rate and irreversibility rate, \( e \) is the specific flow exergy, \( \dot{E}_h \) and \( \eta_{\text{exergy}} \) are the heat exergy and exergy efficiency of the conventional ORC, respectively, and \( T \) is the temperature of the heat input.

The total heat input of the ORC using TDP is composed of two parts. One is the heat for the evaporation of the refrigerant. The other is the sensible heat for warming up the refrigerant. These are found by Equations (21) and (22):

\[ \dot{Q}_{h, \text{TDP}} = \dot{Q}_{wf} + \frac{1}{t_{\text{cycle}}} \dot{m}_{wf} c_{wf} AT_{wf} \]  
\[ \dot{Q}_{wf} = \frac{1}{t_{\text{cycle}}} \left[ \dot{m}_{wf}(h_6 - h_4) + \int_{0}^{t_{\text{power}}} \dot{m}_{wf}(h_1 - h_6) \, dt \right] \]  

where \( t_{\text{cycle}} \) is cycle time, which is composed of both pre-expansion and power generation processes.

The average power output can be found by Equation (23):

\[ W_{\text{ave}} = \frac{1}{t_{\text{cycle}}} \int_{0}^{t_{\text{cycle}}} \dot{W}_{\text{ins}} \, dt = \frac{1}{t_{\text{cycle}}} \int_{0}^{t_{\text{cycle}}} \dot{m}_{wf} \eta_s (h_v - h_{\text{exp,out}}) \]  

where \( \dot{W}_{\text{ins}} \) is the instantaneous power output; \( \eta_s \) is the isentropic efficiency; \( h_{\text{exp,out}} \) is the outlet enthalpy of the expander.

The energy efficiency of the ORC using TDP can be determined according to Equation (24):

\[ \eta_{\text{TDP}} = \frac{W_{\text{ave}}}{Q_{h, \text{TDP}}} \]
The heat exergy of the ORC with TDP can be calculated by Equation (25):

\[
E_{h,TDP} = Q_{h,TDP} \times \left(1 - \frac{T_0}{T_{h,ave}}\right)
\]

(25)

where \(T_{h,ave}\) is the average temperature of the heat input.

The exergy efficiency of the ORC with TDP can be expressed as Equation (26):

\[
\eta_{ex,TDP} = \frac{W_{ave}}{E_{h,TDP}}
\]

(26)

3.4. Validation of ORC Model

To validate the ORC model used in this paper, the results in this work are compared with the reference data in Kaşka’s work [55] which are shown in Table 5. It is worth noting that the relative errors show a good agreement between the reference and present work. Thus, the ORC model in the present study is reliable to be used in the calculations.

### Table 5. Comparison of results between the reference and present work.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>(T_1 (\degree C))</th>
<th>(m_{in} \text{ (kg} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}))</th>
<th>(T_4 (\degree C))</th>
<th>(T_5 (\degree C))</th>
<th>(W_{net} \text{ (kW)})</th>
<th>(Q_h \text{ (kW)})</th>
<th>(\eta_{ORC} \text{ (%)})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kaşka, O  [55]</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>262.2</td>
<td>2479</td>
<td>10.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Present study</td>
<td>93.3</td>
<td>11.06</td>
<td>34.87</td>
<td>35.41</td>
<td>244.6</td>
<td>2313</td>
<td>10.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Error (%)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>6.71</td>
<td>6.69</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results and Discussions

4.1. Dynamic Output Characteristics

Figure 5 shows a range of daily solar collector outlet temperatures which are adopted from the reference [52]. The climatic data is made up of annually average temperatures for each hour of the day. Solar hot water with different temperatures ranging from 34 \(^\circ\)C to 122.6 \(^\circ\)C is adopted to drive the ORC system, and the evaporating temperature is fixed at 80 \(^\circ\)C. Figure 6 indicates the cumulative power output of the conventional solar ORC based on daily solar collector outlet temperatures in Figure 5. Results demonstrate that the cumulative power output of the solar ORC has the same trend in terms of three working fluids. The power generation process starts only if the outlet temperature of solar collector exceeds the evaporating temperature. The cumulative power output from the ORC increases considerably while the collector outlet temperature is higher than 80 \(^\circ\)C. It can be noted that the ORC using isobutane shows a better performance than those using R245fa and R134a, and it has the highest cumulative work of 52 MJ. The maximum cumulative work can reach 31 MJ and 26 MJ by using R245fa and R134a, respectively.

Figure 7 shows a comparison of power output using three working fluids under a range of collector outlet temperatures. It can be observed that the net power output increases with the increase of outlet temperature. This is mainly because when the solar hot water outlet temperature increases, the expander inlet temperature will accordingly increase, which leads to a higher power output. The optimum outlet temperature is found to be 122.6 \(^\circ\)C of which the maximum net power output can be obtained. It is indicated that the fluid isobutane still performs well when compared with the other working fluids, and it has the highest power output of 149 W. For working fluids R245fa and R134a, the maximum power outputs could reach 87 W and 77 W, respectively.
4.2. Parametric Analysis

In this section, a parametric analysis was undertaken to compare the performance between solar ORCs using and not using TDP. Following variables are considered for power outputs of the systems: (1) evaporating temperature, $T_{\text{evap}}$; (2) condensation temperature, $T_{\text{cond}}$; (3) ORC working fluid flow rate, $\dot{m}_{\text{wf}}$; (4) fluid flow rate of solar collector, $\dot{m}_{\text{sc}}$; and (5) collector outlet temperature, $T_{\text{sc, out}}$.

The climatic data is made up of annually average temperatures for each hour of the day. Solar hot water with different temperatures ranging from 34 °C to 122.6 °C is adopted to drive the ORC system, and the evaporating temperature is fixed at 80 °C. Figure 5 indicates the cumulative power output from the ORC. Figure 6 reveals the power outputs of the solar ORC using and not using TDP when the daily solar collector outlet temperature varies from 75 °C to 100 °C. It is worth noting that the power output of the ORC using TDP is higher than that of the conventional ORC when the evaporating temperature is higher than 90 °C. This is mainly because the working fluid pump consumes more electricity when the evaporating temperature increases, which exceeds the difference between the capacity of the working fluid when constant heat is transferred by the solar collector. Then, the working fluid requires more heat for evaporation, which results in a decrease in the superheating capacity of the working fluid when constant heat is transferred by the solar collector. Then, the working fluid requires more heat for evaporation, which results in a decrease in the superheating capacity of the working fluid when constant heat is transferred by the solar collector. Then, the working fluid requires more heat for evaporation, which results in a decrease in the superheating capacity of the working fluid when constant heat is transferred by the solar collector. Then, the working fluid requires more heat for evaporation, which results in a decrease in the superheating capacity of the working fluid when constant heat is transferred by the solar collector.

Figure 5. Daily solar collector outlet temperature vs. time [52].

Figure 6. Cumulative power output based on daily solar collector outlet temperatures.

Figure 7. Net power output as a function of the solar collector outlet temperature.
fluid flow rate, \( m_{\text{fl}} \); (4) fluid flow rate of solar collector, \( m_{\text{sc}} \); (5) isentropic efficiency of the expander; (6) efficiency of heat exchanger. A single parameter was adjusted while the others were held constant in the parametric analysis. The solar collector outlet temperature is selected for the optimum power output in the simulation, i.e., 122.6 °C. Considering the solar ORC using TDP, the periods for the pre-expansion process and power generation under the condition of different parameters were selected based on the results of our previous experimental work [50]. R134 is selected as a typical working fluid which aims to show the minimum influence by using TDP.

Figure 8 reveals the power outputs of the solar ORC using and not using TDP when the evaporating temperature varies from 75 °C to 100 °C. It is worth noting that the power output of the solar ORC using TDP ranges from 72 W to 82 W, which is improved by up to 3.3% at a 100 °C evaporating temperature when compared with that of the conventional ORC. It is demonstrated that the power output for conventional ORC system climbs slightly from 90 °C to 95 °C and then fall rapidly after 95 °C. This is mainly due to the fact that with an increase of the evaporating temperature, the working fluid requires more heat for evaporation, which results in a decrease in the superheating capacity of the working fluid when constant heat is transferred by the solar collector. Then, the decrease in the expander inlet pressure leads to the decline in power output. Additionally, the power output of the solar ORC with TDP is higher than that of the conventional ORC when the evaporating temperature is higher than 90 °C. This is mainly because the working fluid pump consumes more electricity when the evaporating temperature increases, which exceeds the difference between the power output of the ORC using TDP and that of the conventional ORC. Thus, increased power output is achieved using the ORC with TDP in comparison with that using the conventional ORC.

![Figure 8. Power outputs of two solar ORCs vs. different evaporating temperatures.](image)

Figure 9 indicates that the power outputs of both solar ORCs when the working fluid condensation temperature is increased from 15 °C to 35 °C. With the increasing of condensation temperature, the expander outlet pressure increases, thus the decreases of 30.5% are found in power outputs for the ORC with TDP and 33.6% for the conventional ORC. The working fluid can be fully cooled down to saturated liquid for more power output when the temperature of cooling water is lower. The power outputs of solar ORCs using and not using TDP range from 61.8 W to 88.9 W and 58.8 W to 88.5 W, respectively. The difference between two ORCs becomes larger with the increment of condensation temperature since conventional ORC generates less work at higher condensation temperature.
Figure 9. Power outputs of two solar ORCs vs. different condensation temperatures.

Figure 10 illustrates the power outputs of two ORCs with the increase in solar collector fluid mass flow rate. Given that the flow rate of solar collector fluid varies from 0.01 kg·s$^{-1}$ to 0.2 kg·s$^{-1}$, the work outputs of ORCs using and not using TDP tend to be steady at solar collector mass flow rate above 0.05 kg·s$^{-1}$. It can be noted that the rapid rise of power output exists before flow rate of 0.05 kg·s$^{-1}$. This is mainly because lower solar fluid flow rate which has a higher outlet temperature will lead to more superheating capacity of the working fluid. The increase of the expander inlet pressure leads to considerable increment in power output. It is also observed that the power output of ORC with TDP approaches that of conventional ORC with the increase of solar collector fluid flow rate. Because flow rate of solar collector fluid has little influence on pump work, thus the difference of power output between two solar ORCs could be negligible when the collector fluid flow rate infinitely increases.

Figure 10. Power outputs of two solar ORCs vs. various mass flow rates of solar collector fluid.

The work outputs of two solar ORCs in terms of various ORC working fluid mass flow rates are also observed in Figure 11. Similar to Figure 10, the power output of convention ORC tends to be flat when refrigerant flow rate varies from 0.001 kg·s$^{-1}$ to 0.02 kg·s$^{-1}$. The higher flow rate reduces the degree of superheating capacity required to operate the expander. In contrast, the power output of ORC with TDP keeps increasing with the increment of flow rate. Additionally, the difference of power output between two solar ORCs escalates as the working fluid mass flow rate increases. It is mainly because the larger flow rate results in higher pump work of conventional ORC, which enlarges their difference of power outputs.
Figure 12 shows the generated power outputs of two solar ORCs when the isentropic efficiency varies from 0 to 0.75. It is demonstrated that the ORC with TDP has a superior power output when compared with that of the conventional ORC. With the increment of isentropic efficiency, the ORC with TDP keeps constant at various pump efficiencies. It is also worth noting that the isentropic efficiency of the expander varies dramatically with regard to different external partial loads in real applications. Figure 12 shows the generated power outputs of two solar ORCs when the isentropic efficiency varies from 0 to 0.75. It is demonstrated that the ORC with TDP has a superior power output when compared with that of the conventional ORC. With the increment of isentropic efficiency, the difference of generated power of two solar ORCs decreases. The isentropic efficiency of expander selected in our previous experimental work ranges from 0.42 to 0.6 in terms of various partial loads [50]. Under this scenario, the power outputs of two solar ORCs range from 40 W to 62 W and from 46 W to 65 W, respectively. In ideal operation conditions, the isentropic efficiency of this expander can vary from 0.4 to 0.75. When the isentropic efficiency is 0.75, the maximum power output of two solar ORCs are 80.6 W and 81.8 W, respectively, which could indicate the minimum influence using TDP as mentioned above.

In reality, the isentropic efficiencies of the working fluid pump and expander of small-scale ORC systems may be even lower than those of the simulation in this paper, i.e., 0.65 and 0.75, due to the limited selection and inappropriate design of ORC systems. Therefore, the relatively higher power output can be obtained from the ORC with TDP, which is quite competitive with the conventional ORC in household applications. With the decline of pump efficiency, the conventional ORC has a higher pump work which results in a lower power output. In contrast, the power output of ORC with TDP keeps constant at various pump efficiencies. It is also worth noting that the isentropic efficiency of the expander varies dramatically with regard to different external partial loads in real applications. Figure 12 shows the generated power outputs of two solar ORCs when the isentropic efficiency varies from 0 to 0.75. It is demonstrated that the ORC with TDP has a superior power output when compared with that of the conventional ORC. With the increment of isentropic efficiency, the difference of generated power of two solar ORCs decreases. The isentropic efficiency of expander selected in our previous experimental work ranges from 0.42 to 0.6 in terms of various partial loads [50]. Under this scenario, the power outputs of two solar ORCs range from 40 W to 62 W and from 46 W to 65 W, respectively. In ideal operation conditions, the isentropic efficiency of this expander can vary from 0.4 to 0.75. When the isentropic efficiency is 0.75, the maximum power output of two solar ORCs are 80.6 W and 81.8 W, respectively, which could indicate the minimum influence using TDP as mentioned above.

Figure 11. Power outputs of two solar ORCs vs. various working fluid mass flow rates.

In reality, the isentropic efficiencies of the working fluid pump and expander of small-scale ORC systems may be even lower than those of the simulation in this paper, i.e., 0.65 and 0.75, due to the limited selection and inappropriate design of ORC systems. Therefore, the relatively higher power output can be obtained from the ORC with TDP, which is quite competitive with the conventional ORC in household applications. With the decline of pump efficiency, the conventional ORC has a higher pump work which results in a lower power output. In contrast, the power output of ORC with TDP keeps constant at various pump efficiencies. It is also worth noting that the isentropic efficiency of the expander varies dramatically with regard to different external partial loads in real applications. Figure 12 shows the generated power outputs of two solar ORCs when the isentropic efficiency varies from 0 to 0.75. It is demonstrated that the ORC with TDP has a superior power output when compared with that of the conventional ORC. With the increment of isentropic efficiency, the difference of generated power of two solar ORCs decreases. The isentropic efficiency of expander selected in our previous experimental work ranges from 0.42 to 0.6 in terms of various partial loads [50]. Under this scenario, the power outputs of two solar ORCs range from 40 W to 62 W and from 46 W to 65 W, respectively. In ideal operation conditions, the isentropic efficiency of this expander can vary from 0.4 to 0.75. When the isentropic efficiency is 0.75, the maximum power output of two solar ORCs are 80.6 W and 81.8 W, respectively, which could indicate the minimum influence using TDP as mentioned above.

Figure 12. Power outputs of two solar ORCs vs. different isentropic efficiencies of expander.
Figure 13 also shows the results of power outputs when the heat exchangers efficiency varies. It can be observed that two solar ORCs have similar increasing trends with the increment of heat exchanger efficiency. ORC using TDP still performs better than conventional ORC. In the most cases, the heat exchanger efficiency is above 0.9. Thus, the power outputs of ORCs using and not using TDP at this interval range from 80.7 W to 81.8 W, and 79.4 W to 80.6 W, respectively.

4.3. Thermal Performance of Solar ORCs throughout the Day

This section aims to investigate the thermal performance of solar ORCs using and not using TDP in terms of various evaporating temperatures. Similar with Section 4.2, the solar collector outlet temperature is set as 122.6 °C for the maximum power output. Figure 14 indicates the energy and exergy efficiencies of the solar ORC using TDP when compared with those of the conventional ORC, with R134a as the working fluid. Figure 14a demonstrates that the energy efficiency of the solar ORC using TDP increases with the increase in evaporating temperature. When the temperature increases from 75 °C to 100 °C, the energy efficiency ranges from 11.3% to 12.6%. In order to further illustrate the significance of solar ORC using TDP, the energy efficiencies of two systems are compared with the results from references [1,10,56]. It is indicated that the energy efficiencies in the present work are much higher than the results from references [10,56] which are 8.58% and 5.6% when evaporating temperatures are 78.8 °C and 85 °C, respectively. It proves that the high efficiency evacuated flat-plate collector used in this study could supply a higher solar collector outlet temperature, which improves the overall energy efficiency of system. The difference of energy efficiency between present work and reference [1] is relatively small which is mainly because different working fluid flow rates. The efficiency of ORC using TDP is quite desirable when considering that the heat source temperature is relatively low, and it represents an advantage of the ORC using TDP. Similar to power output, the energy efficiency of the ORC using TDP becomes higher than that of conventional ORC when the temperature is higher than 90 °C. The difference in energy efficiency between the two solar ORCs increases remarkably with the increase in evaporating temperature. The largest percent increment in energy efficiency can reach 3.27% at a 100 °C evaporating temperature when compared with the conventional ORC. A similar trend for exergy efficiency can be found for the ORC using TDP, as shown in Figure 14b. Exergy efficiency ranges from 45.8% to 51.3% when the evaporating temperature increases from 75 °C to 100 °C. Results show that both energy efficiency and exergy efficiency of conventional ORC climb from 75 °C to 90 °C, followed by a slight increase, and it then decline rapidly from 95 °C to 100 °C. The main reason for the improved energy efficiency and exergy efficiency is that a higher power output is obtained from the ORC with TDP.
4.3. Thermal Performance of Solar ORCs throughout the Day

This section aims to investigate the thermal performance of solar ORCs using and not using TDP. Figure 14 shows the energy and exergy efficiencies of two solar ORCs using R134a as the working fluid. Figure 14a demonstrates that the energy efficiency of the solar ORC with TDP increases with the evaporating temperature, reaching a peak at 90 °C and then decreases. Figure 14b shows a similar trend for the exergy efficiency, with a slight increase observed when the temperature is higher than 90 °C. The difference in energy efficiency between the two solar ORCs using TDP under the conditions of a 95 °C evaporating temperature and a 122.6 °C solar collector outlet temperature. Considering the conventional ORC system, it is worth noting that the majority of the exergy is lost in the preheater, expander, evaporator, and condenser. This is inevitable when solar thermal is converted to mechanical work. The maximum amount of heat can be transferred in the preheater, which results in a large difference between the output and inlet exergy of the preheater. It is indicated that the exergy destruction of the ORC using TDP can be reduced 2.86 W when eliminating the pump. Additionally, the exergy destruction is reduced in the evaporator and condenser by up to 92% and 2%, respectively. In contrast, the exergy destruction increases in the expander, preheater, superheater, and regenerator. The increased exergy destruction in the heat exchangers is probably due to the larger temperature difference between the entering and exiting fluids of the component. Another reason is that the preheater has a lower inlet temperature, and the regenerator and superheater could have lower outlet temperatures of the working fluid during the pre-expansion process of the ORC using TDP. Since no power is generated from the expander during the pre-expansion process, it brings about a higher exergy destruction in the expander when compared with that of the conventional ORC operating within the same cycle time.

Figure 15 shows the exergy destruction in each system component for solar ORCs using and not using TDP under the conditions of a 95 °C evaporating temperature and a 122.6 °C solar collector outlet temperature. Considering the conventional ORC system, it is worth noting that the majority of the exergy is lost in the preheater, expander, evaporator, and condenser. This is inevitable when solar thermal is converted to mechanical work. The maximum amount of heat can be transferred in the preheater, which results in a large difference between the output and inlet exergy of the preheater. It is indicated that the exergy destruction of the ORC using TDP can be reduced 2.86 W when eliminating the pump. Additionally, the exergy destruction is reduced in the evaporator and condenser by up to 92% and 2%, respectively. In contrast, the exergy destruction increases in the expander, preheater, superheater, and regenerator. The increased exergy destruction in the heat exchangers is probably due to the larger temperature difference between the entering and exiting fluids of the component. Another reason is that the preheater has a lower inlet temperature, and the regenerator and superheater could have lower outlet temperatures of the working fluid during the pre-expansion process of the ORC using TDP. Since no power is generated from the expander during the pre-expansion process, it brings about a higher exergy destruction in the expander when compared with that of the conventional ORC operating within the same cycle time.

Figure 15. Exergy destruction of each component between two solar ORCs using R134a.
The exergy efficiency of each system component for both solar ORCs when using R134a is shown in Figure 16. It can be observed that the expander has the maximum exergy efficiency of 76% for the conventional ORC. The fluid pump also has a relatively higher exergy efficiency of 74.9%. An improved exergy efficiency of the evaporator can be observed for the solar ORC using TDP. The highest exergy efficiency of the evaporator can reach 96.9% for the ORC, and this is improved by 62% when compared with that of the conventional ORC, i.e., 59.9%. In contrast, the other components show relatively lower exergy efficiencies, especially for the preheater, which has the lowest exergy efficiency of 21.5%. This is mainly because the temperature of the working fluid increases gradually during the pre-expansion process, which may result in a lower inlet temperature of the working fluid.

![Exergy efficiency of each component between two solar ORCs using R134a.](image)

**Figure 16.** Exergy efficiency of each component between two solar ORCs using R134a.

### 4.4. Further Exploration and Comparison

In order to have a comprehensive understanding for small-scale household application, the solar ORC using TDP is compared with the conventional solar ORC in terms of system type, system compactness, power output stability, thermal efficiency and capital cost, as shown in Table 6. The conventional ORC is a continuous system, whereas the ORC using TDP is an intermittent system. The system compactness of the solar ORC with TDP is superior to that of the conventional ORC due to the elimination of the fluid pump. In many small-scale ORC experimental rigs, the fluid pump accounts for 5–10% of the system volume, which can then be reduced by using the ORC with TDP. Considering power output stability, the conventional ORC has a better performance than the solar ORC with TDP. It is worth noting that the relatively large fluctuation of the ORC with TDP may happen when the condenser and evaporator are mutually altered. However, this only lasts for a very short period, i.e., less than 10% of the cycle time when considering the total working process. For the solar energy utilisation of a household, efficient battery technology is expected to solve this problem. This means that the electricity is stored and then output constantly. Another possible solution is the introduction of more heat exchangers to the ORC with TDP, with the aim of ensuring that the evaporator is always generating power while other heat exchangers are either used for supplementing the working fluid or for condensation. However, this method may have a small influence on the system compactness, which could be the focus of our future work. Based on the above thermal analysis, the energy and exergy efficiencies of the solar ORC with TDP are higher than those of the conventional ORC in most operation cases. This improvement will become more advantageous to household application when the heat source temperature and scale of the system decrease. As for cost, the main difference between the ORC with TDP and the conventional ORC lies in the working fluid pump. The cost of the working fluid pump is usually 2–3 times higher than that of the heat exchanger in small-scale ORC applications. Thus, the total cost of the ORC using TDP could be reduced by at least 10% with regard to that of the
whole system. In general, the solar ORC using TDP is superior to the conventional ORC, which reveals the vast potential for small-scale household application, especially for places that have relatively low solar radiation.

Table 6. Comparison between the conventional ORC and ORC with TDP driven by solar energy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>System Type</th>
<th>System Compactness</th>
<th>Output Stability</th>
<th>Energy Efficiency</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conventional ORC</td>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORC using TDP</td>
<td>Intermittent</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>At least 10% less</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

In this paper, small-scale ORC systems driven by solar energy are presented to investigate the overall performance in terms of the power output, energy efficiency, exergy efficiency and exergy destruction of the components. Additionally, the thermal performance of the ORC using TDP is compared with that of the conventional ORC. The parametric analysis of two solar ORCs demonstrates that ORC with TDP has a superior performance to that of the conventional ORC under most working conditions. The power output of the solar ORC using TDP ranges from 72 W to 82 W when R134a is adopted as the working fluid and the evaporating temperature varies from 75 °C to 100 °C. The performance is improved by up to 9.5% at a 100 °C evaporating temperature when compared with that of the conventional ORC. The energy and exergy efficiencies of the ORC using TDP increase from 11.3% to 12.6% and from 45.8% to 51.3% when the evaporating temperature increases from 75 °C to 100 °C. For the ORC using TDP, the exergy destruction in the evaporator and condenser can be reduced by up to 92% and 2%, respectively. The highest exergy efficiency of the evaporator is 96.9% by using R134a, and this is an improvement of 62% compared with 59.9% of the conventional ORC. For small-scale solar utilisation, the ORC using TDP is almost superior to the conventional ORC in terms of system type, system compactness, power output stability, thermal efficiency and capital cost. The large fluctuation of the ORC using TDP may last a very short period during the switch of heat exchangers, which could be solved by using efficient battery technology. This technology could be an alternative to household power supply and also serves as the main part of solar heating and power generation.
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Nomenclature

\( A \)  
Area of solar collector, \( m^2 \)

\( c \)  
Specific heat capacity, \( J \cdot kg^{-1} \)

\( c_1 \)  
Collector heat loss coefficient, \( W \cdot m^{-2} \cdot K^{-1} \)

\( c_2 \)  
Temperature dependence of the heat loss coefficient, \( W \cdot m^{-2} \cdot K^{-2} \)

\( c_3 \)  
Wind speed dependence of the heat loss coefficient, \( J \cdot m^{-3} \cdot K^{-1} \)

\( c_4 \)  
Long-wave irradiance dependence of the heat loss coefficient

\( c_5 \)  
Solar collector effective thermal capacity, \( J \cdot m^{-2} \cdot K^{-1} \)

\( c_6 \)  
Wind-dependence of the collector optical (zero-loss) efficiency, \( s \cdot m^{-1} \)

\( E \)  
Radiation (outside solar spectrum) onto the collector plane, \( W \cdot m^{-2} \)

\( E \)  
Exergy flow rate, \( W \)
Specific flow exergy, W·kg\(^{-1}\)
Collector efficiency factor
Specific enthalpy, J·kg\(^{-1}\)
Irradiance, W·m\(^{-2}\)
Irreversibility rate, W
Solar collector Incident Angle Modifier
Mass, kg
Mass flow rate, kg·s\(^{-1}\)
Heat flow rate, W
Specific entropy, J·kg\(^{-1}\)·K\(^{-1}\)
Time, s
Temperature, K
Wind speed in (parallel to) the collector plane, m·s\(^{-1}\)
Valve
Work, W

Greek Letters
Efficiency
Incidence angle, \(\degree\)
Density, kg·m\(^{-3}\)
Effective transmittance-absorptance product

Subscripts
Dead state
Average
Direct (beam) radiation
Cooling water
Diffuse radiation
Condenser
Evaporator
Exergy
Expander
External environment
Heat
Inlet
Instantaneous power output
Long wavelength
Net power output
Outlet
Isobaric process
Pump
Preheater
Regenerator
Isentropic
Solar collector
Solar
Superheater
Superheated
Temperature
Vapor
Water
Working fluid

Abbreviations
Organic Rankine cycle
Refrigerant valve
Thermal driven pump
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